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Autobiography of a Yogi The Floating Press The autobiography of
Paramahansa Yogananda (1893 - 1952) details his search for a guru, during
which he encountered many spiritual leaders and world-renowned
scientists. When it was published in 1946 it was the ﬁrst introduction of
many westerners to yoga and meditation. The famous opera singer Amelita
Galli-Curci said about the book: "Amazing, true stories of saints and
masters of India, blended with priceless superphysical information-much
needed to balance the Western material eﬃciency with Eastern spiritual
eﬃciency-come from the vigorous pen of Paramhansa Yogananda, whose
teachings my husband and myself have had the pleasure of studying for
twenty years." Autobiography of a Yogi (With Pictures) Simon and Schuster
Autobiography of a Yogi is an eloquently written story of an extraordinary
life and an inspiring meditation on the art of yoga. Written decades ago,
this poignant autobiography still has ample vigor and relevance in today s
world. Autobiography of a Yogi Self Realization Fellowship Pub The life story of
spiritualist Yogananda from his childhood in India to the thirty years he
lived and taught in America. The Essence of Kriya Yoga Kriya Yoga is an
instrument through which human evolution can be quickened. Learn the
essence of this spiritual science from its greatest proponent, Paramhansa
Yogananda, in his own words. Heed his vibrant call,"Awaken! Arise from
dreams of littleness to the realization of the vastness within you." A
compilation and selection of the original writings of the a spiritual Master
whose life-work was to spend over 30 years in the West as the Fountain of
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Life, from which countless have drunk. This volume consists of the
complete 1925 versions of "The Science of Religion" and "Songs of the
Soul" as well as critical excerpts from the 1946 1st edition of the
"Autobiography of a Yogi." Included are also other excerpts from his
writings in the 1920's which are still helpful to the spiritual seekers of the
world. How to be a Success Crystal Clarity Pubs In this volume of all-new,
never-before-released material, Paramhansa Yogananda--who has millions
of followers around the world--shares how we can achieve the highest
success of material and spiritual eﬃciency. Biography of a Yogi Yogananda
and the Birth of Modern Yoga Oxford University Press With over four million
copies in print, Paramahansa Yogananda's autobiography has served as a
gateway into yoga and alternative spirituality for North American
practitioners since 1946. Balancing traditional yoga, metaphysical
spirituality, and a ﬂair for the stage, Yogananda inspired countless people
to practice Yogoda, his own brand of yoga. His method combined the
spiritual and superhuman aspirations of Indian traditions with the healthoriented sensibilities of Western practice. Because the Yogoda program
does not rely on recognizable postures and poses, it has remained under
the radar of yoga scholarship. Biography of a Yogi examines Yogananda's
career and Yogoda in the wider context of the development of yoga in the
twentieth century. Focusing on Yogis during this early period of
transnational popularization, Foxen highlights the continuities in the
concept of the Yogi as superhuman and traces the transformation of yoga
from a holistic and spiritual practice to its present-day postural practice.
Two Frogs in Trouble Based on a Fable Told by Paramahansa Yogananda
Self Realization Fellowship Pub When Big Frog and Little Frog ﬁnd themselves
in deep trouble, they will need persistence and hope to survive in this new
telling of an old fable. Atlantis Rising Magazine Issue 28 – Searching the
Andes for Atlantis PDF Download Atlantis Rising magazine In this 88-page
download: LETTERS EARLY RAYS THE NEW HERETIC Inﬁnite Energy Editor
Eugene Mallove Starts a Regular Atlantis Rising Column THE FORBIDDEN
ARCHAEOLOGIST A New Column from the author of Forbidden Archaeology:
Michael Cremo FUEL FROM YOUR TAP? Can a New Technology Solve the
Energy Crisis? ‘BIMINI’ IN JAPAN? What Do Underwater Discoveries in the
Paciﬁc Say about the Caribbean? THE MOUND MATRIX MYSTERY Is It
Evidence of Ancient High Technology? AT THE EDGE OF THE FUTURE Len
Kasten Talks with Sean David Morton FIGHTING FOR ALIEN TECHNOLOGY
The Drama Intensiﬁes for Embattled Computer Inventor Jack Shulman HOW
AMERICA DISCOVERED YOGA The Amazing Story of Paramahansa
Yogananda BLUEPRINT FROM ATLANTIS Excerpting Colin Wilson & Rand
Flem-Ath’s New Book ATLANTIS IN THE ANDES Tracking Plato to South
America FENG SHUI The Ancient Roots of the Current Fad BALZAC AND THE
OCCULT He Saw Dangers Where Others Did Not ASTROLOGY VIDEOS
RECORDINGS The Life of Yogananda The Story of the Yogi Who Became the
First Modern Guru Hay House, Inc He was called “the 20th century’s ﬁrst
superstar guru” (Los Angeles Times), and today, nearly a century after he
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arrived in the United States, he’s still the best known and most beloved of
all the Indian spiritual teachers who have come to the West. Now, ﬁnally,
Paramahansa Yogananda has the authoritative biography he deserves.
Yogananda, considered by many to be the father of modern yoga, has had
an unsurpassed global impact thanks to the durability of his teachings, the
institutions he created or inspired, and especially his iconic memoir,
Autobiography of a Yogi. Since its publication in 1946, that book has sold
millions of copies and changed millions of lives. But it doesn’t tell the
whole story. Much of Yogananda’s seminal text is devoted to tales about
other people, and it largely overlooks the three vital decades he spent
living, working, and teaching in America. Huge chunks of his life
—challenges, controversies, and crises; triumphs, relationships, and
formative experiences —remain unknown to even his most ardent
devotees. In this captivating biography, scholar and teacher Philip
Goldberg ﬁlls the gaps, charting a journey that spanned six decades, two
hemispheres, two world wars, and unprecedented social changes. The
result is an objective, thoroughly researched account of Yogananda’s
remarkable life in all its detail, nuance, and complex humanity. But this is
more than a compelling life story. “Yogananda would, I believe, want any
book about him to not only inform but transform,” Goldberg writes. “It is
my hope that readers will be enriched, expanded, and deepened by this
humble oﬀering.” That is sure to be the case for both Yogananda
enthusiasts and those who discover him for the ﬁrst time in these
illuminating pages. Swami Paramahansa Yogananda's Super Advanced
Course Number 1 Divided in Twelve Lessons Xiaomina These are the Swami's
complete courses In Self-Realization The Spiritual Teachings of
Paramhansa Yogananda I.Christian yoga and the hidden truths in St. John's
revelation interpreted according to intuitional experience II.Developing
response-bringing mental whispers: the easiest and surest method of
rousing the spirit in answer to your demands. III.Reversing the searchlights
of the senses. Where is your consciousness centered? In what slums is your
soul roaming? IV.Art of ﬁnding true friends of past incarnations what is
friendship? V.The divine magnetic diet: physical and mental methods for
rejuvenating the body cells and awakening the latent powers of the mind
and the inner forces of the soul VI.Installing habits of success, health, and
wisdom in the mind at will VII.Magnetism. VIII.Obliterating the malignant
seeds of failure and ill health from the subconscious mind IX.Unique
concrete psychological machines or inner devices for conquering fear,
anger, greed, temptation, failure consciousness and inferiority complexes
X.The art of super-relaxation XI.Converting the hands into healing
batteries of life force: healing like Jesus by the laying on of hands healing
stricken people from a distance XII.Esthetic way of developing cosmic
consciousness. Yogananda emphasized the underlying unity of the world's
great religions, and taught universally applicable methods for attaining
direct personal experience of God. To serious students of his teachings he
introduced the soul-awakening techniques of Kriya Yoga, a sacred spiritual
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science originating millenniums ago in India, which had been lost in the
Dark Ages and revived in modern times by his lineage of enlightened
masters. Among those whobecame his students were many prominent
ﬁgures in science, business, and the arts, including horticulturist Luther
Burbank, operatic soprano Amelita Galli-Curci, George Eastman (inventor of
the Kodak camera), poet Edwin Markham, and symphony conductor
Leopold Stokowski. In 1927, he was oﬃcially received at the White House
by President Calvin Coolidge, who had become interested in the newspaper
reports of his activities. In the hundred years since the birth of
Paramahansa Yogananda, this world teacher has come to be recognized as
one of the greatest emissaries to the West of India's ancient wisdom. His
life and teachings continue to be a source of light and inspiration to people
of all races, cultures and creeds. Preparation for Kriya Yoga The Essence of
Self-realization The Wisdom of Paramhansa Yogananda Crystal Clarity Pubs
Yogananda was one of the most signiﬁcant spiritual teachers of the 20th
century. Since his classic, Autobiography of a Yogi, was ﬁrst published in
1946, its popularity has increased steadily throughout the world. The
Essence of Self-Realization is ﬁlled with lessons and stories that
Yogananda shared only with his closest disciples, this volume oﬀers one of
the most insightful and engaging glimpses into the life and lessons of a
great sage. Much of the material presented here is not available anywhere
else. Conversations with Yogananda Crystal Clarity Pubs This is an
unparalleled, ﬁrst hand account of the teachings of Paramhansa
Yogananda, who has hundreds of thousands of followers and admirers in
North America alone. The Yoga of Jesus Understanding the Hidden
Teachings of the Gospels Self Realization Fellowship Pub "Contains selected
excerpts from Paramahansa Yogananda's book "The Second Coming of
Christ: The Resurrection of the Christ Within You," which book is a
commentary on the New Testament gospels and noncanonical source
material, focusing on the quest to uncover the original teachings of Jesus"-Provided by publisher. Autobiography of a Yogi Russian Edition
Throughout the decades, one title that continues to appear on best-seller
lists is Paramahansa Yogananda's Autobiography of a Yogi. This timeless
book remains a seminal work in the ﬁeld of Eastern religion -- the deﬁnitive
introduction to the science and philosophy of yoga meditation that draws
more readers with each passing year. All our editions of the Autobiography
include extensive material added by the author after the ﬁrst edition was
published, including a ﬁnal chapter on the closing years of his life. Also
included are numerous high-quality photographs and a complete subject
index. The Essence of the Bhagavad Gita Explained by Paramhansa
Yogananda, as Remembered by His Disciple, Swami Kriyananda Crystal
Clarity Pubs A direct disciple of the spiritual master author of Autobiography
of a Yogi reveals the deep allegorical meanings of India's best-loved
scripture from a new perspective, sharing practical advice on such topics
as achieving victory in life in union with the divine, preparing for life's end,
and what happens after death. La Ley Del Exito Como Lograr Prosperidad,
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Salud Y Felicidad Mediante El Poder Del Espiritu Self Realization Fellowship
Pub Continuously in print for over 55 years, this book is a bestseller with
more than 475,000 copies sold in English. This beautiful Spanish-language
edition is ﬁlled with down-to-earth wisdom, providing a spiritual dimension
to such topics as creativity, positive thinking, dynamic will, self-analysis,
and the power of meditation. Demystifying Patanjali The Yoga Sutras
(aphorisms) the Wisdom of Paramhansa Yogananda Crystal Clarity Pubs What
happens as we grow spiritually? Is there a step-by-step process that
everyone goes through all spiritual seekers, including those of any or no
religious persuasion as they gradually work their way upward, until they
achieve the highest state of Self-realization? About 2200 years ago, a great
spiritual master of India named Patanjali described this process, and
presented humanity with a clear-cut, step-by-step outline of how all truth
seekers and saints achieve divine union. He called this universal inner
experience and process yoga or union. His collection of profound
aphorisms a true world scripture has been dubbed Patanjali s Yoga Sutras.
Unfortunately, since that time many scholarly translators with little or no
spiritual realization have written commentaries on Patanjali s writings that
have succeeded only in burying his pithy insights in convoluted phrases
like becomes assimilated with transformations and the object alone shines
without deliberation. How can any reader understand Patanjali s original
meaning when he or she has to wade through such bewildering
terminology? Thankfully, a great modern yoga master Paramhansa
Yogananda, author of the classic Autobiography of a Yogi has cut through
the scholarly debris and resurrected Patanjali s original teachings and
revelations. Now, in Demystifying Patanjali, Swami Kriyananda, a direct
disciple of Yogananda, shares his guru s crystal clear and easy-to-grasp
explanations of Patanjali s aphorisms. As Kriyananda writes in his
introduction, My Guru personally shared with me some of his most
important insights into these sutras. During the three and a half years I
lived with him, he also went with me at great length into the basic
teachings of yoga. I was able, moreover, to ask my Guru personally about
many of the subjects covered by Patanjali. His explanations have lingered
with me, and have been a priceless help in the [writing of this book]. "
Revelations of Christ Proclaimed by Paramhansa Yogananda Crystal Clarity
Pubs This galvanizing book, presenting the teachings of Christ from the
experience and perspective of Paramhansa Yogananda, one of the greatest
spiritual masters of the twentieth century, ﬁnally oﬀers the fresh
perspective on Christ's teachings for which the world has been waiting.
This book presents us with an opportunity to understand and apply the
Scriptures in a more reliable way than any other: by studying under those
saints who have communed directly, in deep ecstasy, with Christ and God.
Where There Is Light Insight and Inspiration for Meeting Life's Challenges
Self-Realization Fellowship Publishers Where There is Light has sold over
200,000 copies since it was ﬁrst published nearly thirty years ago. Its
appeal and success stems from the fact that it provides a popular overview
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into the writings and teachings of Paramahansa Yogananda and is often
considered a second book to read after Autobiography of a Yogi. This New
Expanded Edition includes two new chapters, including one oﬀering
beginner's instructions on how to meditate. Topics include: [[Finding
wisdom and strength to make life's decisions [[The antidote for stress,
worry, and fear [[Transforming our failures into success [[Security in an
uncertain world [[Understanding death The New Path My Life with
Paramhansa Yogananda Crystal Clarity Pubs Mind, body, spirit. Cosmic Chants
Self Realization Fellowship Pub This book contains words and music to more
than 50 original chants. Chant traditions from many cultures are being
recognized today not only for their intrinsic beauty but also for their
spiritual power. Paramahansa Yogananda, a pioneer in introducing India's
art of devotional chanting to the West, explains how it helps to quiet and
focus the mind in preparation for meditation. The Man Who Refused
Heaven The Humor of Paramhansa Yogananda Wisdom of Yogananda
Laughter is one of the great joys of life. Joy is fundamental to who we are.
Savor the sublime wit and wisdom of one of the world's greatest spiritual
teachers. Paramhansa Yogananda, author of the classic Autobiography of a
Yogi, has inspired and enlightened millions. "A tiny bubble of laughter," he
wrote, "I am become the sea of mirth itself." Let this great yoga master lift
your spirits and help you to smile your way to higher consciousness. Seeing
Krishna in America The Hindu Bhakti Tradition of Vallabhacharya in India
and Its Movement to the West McFarland The Hindu sect the Vallabha
Sampradaya was founded in India in the 15th century by a devotional saint,
Vallabhacharya. Their bhakti tradition worships a variety of forms of
Krishna as a seven-year-old child. Following U.S. immigration reforms in
1965, members of the sect established a spiritual headquarters for the
faith in Pennsylvania and began to construct temples across the United
States. Since then, the growth has continued as this 500-year-old faith
becomes an American religion, as this work demonstrates. Living
Fearlessly Bringing Out Your Inner Soul Strength : Selections from the
Talks and Writings of Paramahansa Yogananda Self Realization Fellowship Pub
This guide teaches us how to break the shackles of fear and reveals how
we can overcome our own psychological stumbling blocks. Filled with
epigrams, lectures, and personal anecdotes, it is a testament of what we
can become, if we have faith in the divinity of our true nature as the soul.
Mejda The Family and Early Life of Paramahansa Yogananda Self Realization
Fellowship Pub The Family and the Early Life of Paramahansa Yogananda.
Paramahansa Yogananda as I Knew Him Experiences, Observations, and
Reﬂections of a Disciple Csa Press Roy Eugene Davis met Paramahansa
Yogananda in Los Angeles, in 1949, studied and practised meditation under
his personal guidance, and was ordained by him in 1951. It is rare that a
direct disciple and successor of a master of yoga shares an intimate
account of that relationship and describes the psychological and spiritual
transformation that can occur. In this informative book the reader is
introduced to a realm of experience and higher knowledge that is not
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ordinarily accessible. Mr Davis has taught spiritual growth processes for
over 50 years in the U.S., Japan, Brazil, Europe, West Africa and India.
Karma and Reincarnation Understanding Your Past to Improve Your Future
Crystal Clarity Publishers Many people share theories on reincarnation, or
karma, or what happens at death. Paramhansa Yogananda, a master of
yoga, writes from his own true knowledge and experience. The Divine
Romance Self Realization Fellowship Pub Paramahansa Yogananda's Collected
Talks and Essays present in-depth discussions of the fast range of inspiring
and universal truths that have captivated millions in his Autobiography of a
Yogi. Readers will ﬁnd these talks alive with the unique blend of allembracing wisdom, encouragement, and love for humanity that have made
the author one of our era's most revered and trusted guides to the spiritual
life. In this anthology of talks, Paramahansa Yogananda speaks to the
deepest needs of the human heart and soul. He shows how we can meet
the daily challenges to our physical, psychological, emotional, and spiritual
well-being by awakening our divine nature, the neglected reality at the
core of our being. The practical, how-to-live talks in this volume show how
each of us can discover the limitless inner resources already present within
our souls, and bring greater harmony to ourselves, our families, our
communities, our world. Topics include: How to Cultivate Divine Love Do
Souls Reincarnate? How to Free Yourself from Bad Habits The Yoga Art of
Overcoming Mortal Consciousness and Death Practicing Religion
Scientiﬁcally. The Yoga of the Bhagavad Gita An Introduction to India's
Universal Science of God-Realization Self Realization Fellowship Pub
Paramahansa Yogananda presents an illuminating explanation of Lord
Krishna's sublime Yoga message that he preached to the world - the way of
right activity and meditation for divine communion. God Talks With Arjuna
Diamond Pocket Books (P) Ltd. "The words of Lord Krishna to Arjuna in the
Bhagavad Gita," writes Paramahansa Yogananda, "are at once a profound
scripture the science of Yoga, union with God, and a textbook for everyday
living." The Bhagavad Gita has been revered by truth seekers of both the
Eas... Spiritual Diary An Inspirational Thought for Each Day Self Realization
Fellowship Pub An inexpensive pocket-size daybook featuring inspiring
thoughts drawn primarily from the writings of Paramahansa Yogananda.
Covers more than 30 spiritual topics, including Introspection, Humility, Will
Power, Compassion, Simplicity, Prayer, Discrimination, and Divine Love.
Space for daily notes and personal reﬂections. A World in Transition
Finding Spiritual Security in Times of Change Self Realization Fellowship Pub
This anthology presents talks by Paramahansa Yogananda, his foremost
liﬁng disciple Sri Daya Mata, and other long-time monks and nuns of his
Self-Realization Order, oﬀering keys to the art of spiritual living in the new
millennium. The Science of Religion Martino Fine Books 2015 Reprint of the
1926 edition. Full facsimile of the original edition, not reproduced with
Optical Recognition Software. This short book is an elaboration by
Paramahansa Yogananda of his ﬁrst speech introducing his philosophy to
America - the historic talk that introduced his teachings to the Western
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World. He points out the universality of the world's religions and explains
why the answers to the ultimate questions of life lie in the direct personal
experience of a Higher Reality. Includes a detailed discussion of the
scientiﬁc basis of yoga meditation. Man's Eternal Quest Self Realization
Fellowship Pub In this ﬁrst volume of the collected talks and essays of
Paramahansa Yogananda, readers will journey through some little-known
and seldom-explained aspects of meditation, life after death, healing, and
the power of the mind. Autobiography of a Yogi Marathi Self Realization
Fellowship Pub This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that was curated
for quality. Quality assurance was conducted on each of these books in an
attempt to remove books with imperfections introduced by the digitization
process. Though we have made best eﬀorts - the books may have
occasional errors that do not impede the reading experience. We believe
this work is culturally important and have elected to bring the book back
into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of
printed works worldwide. Why God Permits Evil and How to Rise Above It
Self Realization Fellowship Pub This title oﬀers strength and solace in times of
adversity by explaining the mysteries of God's lila, or divine drama. It
oﬀers reasons for the dualistic nature of creation - God's interplay of good
and evil - and guides readers on how to rise above their most challenging
circumstances. How You Can Talk with God Self Realization Fellowship Pub
Explains how to pray with greater intimacy, and how to create a deep and
fuﬁlling personal relationship with the divine How to Awaken Your True
Potential The Wisdom of Yogananda Wisdom of Yogananda Are you ready to
discover the hidden resources of joy, love, and power within you?
Paramhansa Yogananda, one of the best-loved spiritual teachers of modern
times, oﬀers step-by-step guidance to help you awaken your potential and
to prepare you for the inner journey of awakening. You will discover the
untold power that lies within, and learn how to take steps daily to live life
with greater joy and meaning. The Bhagavad Gita Crystal Clarity Pubs "One of
the best-loved scriptures in the world, the Bhagavad Gita has been
translated by many scholars and poets over thousands of years. This new
version, rendered in modern english prose by Swami Kriyananda, is based
on the interpretations of his Guru, Paramhansa Yogananda, author of
Autobiography of a Yogi." "The Gita is the heroic story of the battleﬁeld
counsel given by Krishna to Arjuna just prior to the start of a great war.
Responding to Arjuna's moral dilemma over ﬁghting against his beloved
friends, family, and teachers, Krishna advises Arjuna on his duties as a
warrior. Yogananda's insights reveal that The Gita is in fact a spiritual
allegory, and that each character in the story symbolizes psychological
traits and aspects of our own consciousness. As Arjuna looks upon the
warriors on the battleﬁeld, he is really facing his own inner battle between
the forces of delusion and the forces of Spirit within. Krishna's advice to
Arjuna on how to win the battle - using yogic tools of devotion, selﬂess
service, and spiritual discrimination - gives each of us the guidance we
need to move forward in dharma (right-action) in every material or
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